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1. T. Tsuzuku determined (the degrees of) the primitive extensions of 
rank 3 of symmetric groups ([4]). 1n this note we take up alternating groups 
instead of symmetric groups and prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let An be the alternating groψ of degree n. If An has 
a primitive extension of rank 3, then n = 1, 3, 5 or 7. 
Since our proof is quite sim1ar to Tsuzuku's paper [4], we use the same 
notations as those in [4] and give a proof in outline on1y. 
Sπ: The symmetric group of degree n. 
An: The alternating group of degree n (on a set T). 
G: A primitive extension of rank 3 of An on a set Q= {O, 1, 2, . 
n, î, 2, ・・・， í元} which consists of 1 + n 十 m 1etters. 
H: The stabi1izer Go of a 1etter, say 0, of Q. The orbits of H are 
denoted by ﾅo= {O}, ﾅ1 = {1, 2,… , n} and ﾅ2= {l, 2，…，ゑ} and the group 
(H, ﾅ1) is isomorphic to (A", r). 
L: The stabi1izer of the subset {O, T} of Q. 
IXI: The number of e1ements in a set X. 
2. Proof ザ Theorem 1. C1ear1y Az does not have a primitive exten司
sion of rank 3 and so n*2. 1n the following we assume that n 手 1 ， 3, 5 
and 7. By assumption, the group (A", T) is isomorphic to (H, ﾅ1) and ILI is 
日 1
equa1 to ，ー According to a theorem of Manning ([4] , 2. Prop. 1), ILI is 
,:, m 
divisi比 by -l-EL and-H12111>|Ll 量生721
(n-2)! よ The case ILI>一一一一 and L is transitive on Å1 ・
2 
If L is a primitive subgroup of (H, Å1) , then, in the same way as 3. 1 
I n+1 I in [4], 2n(n一川 n; .L -!and so we have n =肌 9， 8, 6, or 4. 1n case 
n = 10, 9 or 8, by a theorem of Jordan ([5] , th. 13. 9), L is either A，ιor Sn 
and this is a contradiction. For the cases n = 6 or 4, and a1so for the case 
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L is imprimitive on ﾅh in the same way as 3. 1 in [4], we obtain contradicｭ
tlOns. 
立 The ωse ILI> 恒三型Land L ゐ intransitive on Å1 ・
2 
Since L is a subgroup of 8γx 8n-r n An with a positive integer r, 
(n-2)! 一 2 一二 must be a proper divisor of r! (n -r)! . Hence we have the follow-
ing cases (we may assume r豆n-r): r=1 , 2 or 3. 
(i) r= 1: Since L is a subgroup of 81 x 8π1 n An=81 x An-h we may 
regard L as a subgroup of An-l 凶 so 8n.1) and we h問|ト円L
where t isa proper divisor of n -1. If 凶 t向he加叩n 竺りlll> I比L副ωω|防>
and s叩o 2<t出he index of L in 8n-1 < n一 1 ， which is impossible. If t= 2, 
n-1 then the index of L in Aη1 is equal to •, which is a contradiction. 
2 
I押 -2)!(i) r = 2: 1n this case, we have a relation 一一一一二 <ILI;;玉 182 x札 2n
2 
Anl =(n-2)! and hence L=82 X 8n-2n A" ・ 1n the following, for a group Y 
and a subgroup X of Y, let ηI x be the restriction to X of a character ηof 
Y and let (Y be the character of Y induced by a character 8 of X. Moreo圃
ver, let 1x be the principal character of X. Here we remark t出ha叫t， i証f Y= 
X1 X2 where X[, X2 ar町e subgroups of a gro叩up Y and 8 is a character of Xh ,
then 8Y l x，=(伊例θ Ix一1町
where ID糾i(収i=1 ， 2勾) iおs an irreducible character of G with degree j五~， and 1~iH 
is equal to 1Il 十 121+lin.Since sn=(SzﾗSV2)AM 
Similarly 
Therefore we have 
1 1 n= 1 1;七Sn凶川An=込  1 ;念;?る
= 1A必 +χ幻:店ll之る +χLお)1品3Ln.
(cf. [4], 2. Prop. 5 or [3], 3. 3) 
1;:_1 -1号;ぺlAn=1An 十 χ;lL.
1~! .E1 = 3 1An + 2X8i "J，. 十 XおlL-
If n ~ 5, then al the characters appeared in the right-hand side are irreduｭ
cible and hence we can obtain a contradiction in the same way as 3. 11. 
(i) in [4]. If n=4, then χ自IA. is decomposed into two irreducible characters 
each of which has degree 1 and so 1ZlH is decomposed into 7 irreducible 
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characters which have degrees 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3 and 3 respectively. But j; 
and fz must be partial sums of these integers, which is impossible by a 
theorem of Frame ([4] , 2. Prop. 2). 
(ii) r= 3: 1n this case n = 8 or 6 and hence ILI = 3! 5! or 3! 3! resｭ
pectively. This is impossible since L is a subgroup of S3 x S5 円 A8 or S3 x 
S3 n A6 respectively. 
(n-2)! 11. The cαse ILI = ¥n ",,:'/_'. As in 3. I1 of [4], we have n=57. Since 
2 
55! L is intransitive on L11 and ILI =一一， L must be SI x SI X A55 ・ On the other 
2 
hand, since S57 = (SI X SI X S5) A57 and (SI x SI X S5) n A57 = SI X SI X A55' we have 
1157=12k 叫 51 A 57
= 1A
" 
+ 況刈羽;店川凡l北札えι+川J χ !iじl二:7 (Cf [ 3 l, 3 3 )
1n the same way as 3. II1 in [4], decomposing 1A" + 1: + 11" into irredlト
cible characters and considering these degrees, we have a desired contradicｭ
tlOn. 
Thus Theorem 1 is proved. 
3. Now we can easily obtain 
Theorem 2. Let G be a primitive extension with degree t of rank 3 
of A". Then , one of the f?lowing holds. 
( i) n = 1, t = 3 and G is isomoゅんた to the cyclic groψ of order 3. 
( i ) n = 3, t = 7 and G is 印刷ゅんic to the Frobenius group of order 
21. 
(ii) 11=5, t=16 ωzd G is isomoゅんた to the semidirect ρroduct A5N, 
ωhere N is an elementary abelian group of order 16. (se 4. (iv) in [4]) 
(iv) n=7, t=50 and G is isomorjうんic to U3(5) (the 与dimensional pro‘ 
jective special unit，αry group over the finite field consisting of 52 elements. 
1n fact , in the case n = 7, m must be 7 ・ 2 ， 7 ・ 3 or 7 ・ 6 by a theorem of 
Manning ([4], 2. Prop. 1). But it is impossible that m is equal to 7 ・ 2 by 
a theorem of Wielandt ([5], Th. 31. 2.) According to a theorem of Higman 
([2], 3. Th.), m cannot be 7 ・ 3 and hence m must be 7 ・ 6 and G is isomor司
phic to U3(5) (see also (6.1) Th. in [2]). 
Remark. By a theorem of Higman ([2] , 3. Th.), The primitive extenｭ
sions of rank 3 of S，ιare exhausted by the groups listed in 4 of [4]. 
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